
Cellular Homeostasis
The Plasma Membrane and Cellular 
Transport

Plasma Membrane Functions

functions:
● Isolation of the cytoplasm from the external 

environment
● Regulation of the exchange of substances
● Communication with other cells
● Identification - of the cell to other cells; of other 

cells/molecules

What is the plasma 
membrane made of?

Plasma Membrane Structure

● the plasma membrane is a phospholipid bilayer 
with embedded proteins

● the proteins form a mosaic pattern on the 
membrane

● the bilayer is constantly moving
● this is called the ‘fluid mosaic model’



What is a phospholipid?
What are the parts of a 
phospholipid?

Phospholipids
phospholipids have both hydrophilic and 
hydrophobic regions
• nonpolar tails (hydrophobic) are
• directed inward, polar heads (hydrophilic) are 

directed outward to face both extracellular and 
intracellular fluid

Plasma Membrane Structure
● cholesterol - stiffens and strengthens the 

membrane

● glycolipids  - carb + lipid &
● glycoproteins - carb + protein

○ both are external and have various functions

Plasma Membrane Structure
plasma membrane is asymmetrical:
● glycolipids and proteins occur only on outside
● cytoskeletal filaments attach to proteins only on 

the inside

Protein Functions
● transport proteins - regulate movement of 

substance; 3 types:
○ channel proteins - small openings for molecules to 

diffuse through
○ carrier proteins - binding site on protein surface ‘grabs’ 

certain molecules & pulls them into the cell
○ gated channels - channel proteins, but not always ‘open’

● attachment proteins - attach to other cells



Protein Functions
● receptor proteins - receive chemical signals & 

act as molecular triggers that set off cell 
responses

● recognition proteins - identification tags, to 
identify cells to other cells

● enzymatic proteins – carry out specific reactions
● anchor proteins - attach to cytoskeleton



What does it mean to be 
selectively permeable?

Transport Across the Plasma 
Membrane
● selectively or differentially permeable – some 

things can cross, but not others
● typically, substances must be small and non-

polar to cross directly through membrane
● this is b/c phospholipid bilayer has hydrophobic 

center and phospholipids are close together

selective 
permeability
http://www.
sciencemusicvide
os.
com/membranes/

Passive Transport
● movement across the membrane without using 

energy
● moves molecules ‘down’ a concentration 

gradient, from high concentration to low 
concentration

● concentration gradient = the difference in 
concentration between two areas



Diffusion
● diffusion = movement from an area of higher 

concentration to an area of lower concentration
● Eventually results in equilibrium = when the 

concentration of molecules is the same/equal 
throughout an area

Diffusion

Why does diffusion 
occur? What is kinetic energy?

What causes diffusion?
the kinetic energy of molecules
● molecules are always moving, so they run into 

each other and bounce off of one another and 
they spread out

● more highly concentrated molecules run 
into/bounce off of one another more often and 
spread out faster

What is kinetic energy 
measured in?



Diffusion
● kinetic energy of molecules is measured in 

temperature
higher temperature → more kinetic energy → 
molecules move more quickly → they run 
into/bounce off of one another more often → they 
spread out / diffuse more quickly

Types of Passive Transport
● simple diffusion - water, oxygen and other 

molecules move from areas of high 
concentration to areas of low concentration

● down concentration gradient across membrane

diffusion is how 
O2 enters the 
blood, and how 
CO2 leaves

Types of Passive Transport
● facilitated diffusion - diffusion that is assisted by 

proteins (channel or carrier proteins)

passive 
transport
http://www.northland.cc.mn.
us/biology/BIOLOGY1111/animati
ons/passive1.swf



What is a solution?
a solute?
a solvent?

Osmosis
Vocab. Review
solution = mixture where on substance is dissolved 
in another
solute = substance dissolved in the solvent
solvent = substance solute is dissolved in/substance 
that dissolves the solute

Osmosis
osmosis - diffusion of 
water across a selectively 
permeable membrane  

Osmosis
- when a solute dissolved in water cannot move 

across a semi-permeable membrane (like the 
plasma membrane),

- water will move from an area of low solute 
concentration to an area of high solute 
concentration

Osmosis
– moving the solvent (water) is the only way to 

reach equilibrium (a state of equal concentration 
on both sides of the membrane)

– this has very important consequences for living 
cells



these terms describe the relative solute 
concentrations of solutions

Hypertonic – solution with a higher concentration 
of solutes
Hypotonic – solution with a lower solute 
concentration
Isotonic – solutions of equal solute concentration
different solutions effect a cell’s internal water 
concentrations in different ways

hypotonic means 
more water/less 
solute

hypertonic means 
less water/more 
solute
water moves from 
hypo- to 
hypertonic

-which solution is 
hypotonic?
-which solution is 
hypertonic?
-which direction 
will water move?

osmosis & animal cells
– They are normal in an isotonic solution
– They swell and may lyse (break) in a hypotonic 

solution
– Why? Water moves into the cell causing it to 

swell and burst (possibly)
– They will shrivel in a hypertonic solution.
– Why?  Water moves out of the cell cell is normal cell swells up cell shrinks up



osmosis
turgor pressure occurs in plants cells as their 
central vacuoles fill with water
plant cells need to maintain this pressure on their 
cell walls by constantly taking in water
contractile vacuoles are found in freshwater 
microorganisms - they pump out excess water

osmosis & plant cells
– They are normal (turgid) in a hypotonic solution.
– Why?  water moves in & plant cells need water to 

maintain turgor pressure
– They are flaccid in an isotonic solution
– They are plasmolyzed (cell shrinks) in a hypertonic 

solution
– Why? Water moves out of the cell
–this is what causes plants to wilt

cell is flaccid cell is turgid 
(normal)

plasmolysis

hypotonic isotonic hypertonic

plant cell H2O moves in; 
cell is turgid 
(normal)

no net H2O 
movement; 
cell is flaccid

H2O moves 
out; cell 
plasmolyzes

animal cell H2O moves in; 
cell swells and 
may burst 
(lysis)

no net H2O 
movement; 
cell is normal

H2O moves 
out; cell 
shrinks

http://www.sciencemusicvideos.com/osmosis/



Active Transport
active transport - involves moving molecules 
"uphill" against the concentration gradient, which 
requires energy

Active Transport
• endocytosis - taking substances into the cell
◦ pinocytosis for water (cell drinking)
◦ phagocytosis for solids (cell eating)
• exocytosis - pushing substances out of the cell, 

such as the removal of waste
• sodium-potassium pump - pumps out 3 sodiums 

for ever 2 potassium's taken in against gradient

exocytosis



endocytosis exocytosis

-materials 
enter
-2 types: 
phago- and 
pinocytosis
-surround 
material with 
membrane and 
form vesicle

-materials exit
-vesicle fuses 
with plasma 
membrane and 
releases 
materials

passive vs. active transport
energy types concentration 

gradient

passive 
transport

no energy 
required

simple diffusion, 
facilitated diffusion, 
osmosis

down (high to 
low)

active 
transport

requires 
energy

endo & exocytosis, 
sodium potassium 
pump

up (low to high)



cell-to-cell connections
tight junctions - composed of protein fibers that 
seal adjacent cells to prevent leakage
ex. in organs such as the bladder and the lining of 
the digestive tract
 - fuse the cells together forming a sheet of cells 
restricting molecules to one side of the sheet or the 
other

cell-to-cell connections
gap junctions - protein channels between cells that 
permit the transfer of small molecules between the 
cells.
– They are common in brain cells, forming the 

synapse, in many glands, and in cells in the heart 
muscle that coordinate contraction for 
heartbeat

– can be gated

tight junction gap junction

cell-to-cell connections
desmosomes - anchor adjacent cells together by 
making connections that work like staples or rivets 
that attach to components of the cytoskeleton
 - Many epithelial cells must adhere to adjacent 
membranes to prevent free passage or free 
movement, and to not break apart under stress

desmosomes



cell-to-cell connections
- plants have plasmodesmata - channels between 
the cell wall that cytosol can pass through
- also contain desmotubes - which connect the ER 

of the 2 cells


